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of! the! atmosphere.! ! The! method! for! temperature! derivation! is! based! on! the! work! of! Chanin! and!
Hauchecorne!(CH).! !Beginning!with!an! initial! temperature,!and!utilizing!the! ideal!gas! law,!a!downward!
integration!procedure!is!applied!to!create!a!temperature!profile!from!the!density!profile!down!to!fortyE
five!kilometers.!!Since!this!initial!temperature!is!only!a!best!guess,!the!temperatures!towards!the!top!of!







! The! Lidar! system! uses! a! neodymiumEdoped! yttrium! aluminum! garnet! laser! which! produces!
1065nm! infrared! pulses.! The! pulses! last! eight! nanoseconds,! and! are! frequency! doubled! to! 532nm,!
resulting! in! thirty!2.4!meter! long!pulses!per!minute.! ! Light! is! scattered!off!nitrogen!and!oxygen! in! the!
atmosphere,!some!of!this!is!backscattered!and!collected!at!the!observatory!using!large!mirrors!to!direct!












of! the! data! are! averaged,! where! backscattering! is! assumed! to! have! insignificant! contribution;! this!
ambient!background!is!then!subtracted!from!the!data.!!The!composition!of!the!atmosphere!is!taken!to!
be!relatively!constant,!and!so!the!photon!counts!at!each!altitude!bin!may!be!converted! into!a!relative!













is!an!altitude!related!to!r&by!!! = ! + 1466;!k! is!Boltzmann's!constant;!m! is!the!mean!molecular!mass!
(which! is! taken! as! constant);! and! g! is! gravity! (for! which! a! detailed! altitude! dependent! profile! is!
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! Since! the! atmosphere! is! not! a! series! of! independent! points,! there! must! be! some! means! of!
gauging!the!effects!of!one!temperature!difference!varying!the!derived!counts!for!the!entire!profile.!!This!

















the! observed! count! at! each! point! S from! the! derived! count!S,! [S - S]! represents! this! vector,! and![!! − !!]!! its! transpose.! ! When! applied! in! the! Khanna! method,! ! χ!! does! not! directly! represent!
convergence,! rather! it! calculated! after! each! temperature! adjustment! and! compared! to! an! earlier!
calculated!!χ!.!!Convergence!is!said!to!occur!when!the!fractional!difference!(!!!!! − !!!)/!!!!is!less!than!
some!stop!value.!!This!has!been!problematic,!and!will!be!addressed!later!on.!
! !Khanna! employs!what! is! called! a! grid! search!method! for! the! temperature! adjustments.! ! The!
temperature! is!adjusted,! from!the!bottom!up,! for!an!entire!profile!by!a!set!amount,!Δ!!! .! !After!a! full!



















































method!has!been!found.! ! If!a!full! iteration!t! is!completed,!and!no!temperature!adjustments!are!made,!
then!(!!!!! − !!!)/!!! = 0!and!the!program!exits.!!If!this!occurs!at!on!the!second!pass,!that!doesn't!mean!
the! count! profiles! have! converged,! it! just!means! too! large! a! change! has! been!made.! ! However,! if! it!
happens!on!the!tenth!pass,!convergence!may!have!occurred.!!So!the!test!cannot!require!the!check!to!be!
less! than! a! stop! value! and! greater! than! zero,! as! a! legitimate! case! may! occur! where! no! further!
temperature!adjustments!are!necessary.!
! Also,! as! described! by! Khanna,! the! cost! function! itself! has! only! a! local! minimum! near! the!
convergence!point,! it!may!have!a!more!extreme!minimum!elsewhere.!!If!this!local!minimum!is!jumped!
over!by! an! adjustment,! then! the!program!may! run!off! the! temperature!by!hundreds!or! thousands!of!
Kelvin!until!a!new!minimum!is!found.!!To!avoid!this!Khanna!recommends!inserting!a!boundary!condition!
on! the! temperature! adjustments.! ! As! a! formula! for! this! boundary! was! not! proffered,! some!
experimentation!with!the!calculations!was!necessary.!!This!is!what!was!settled!upon:!
- !! !− !!! > !2 ln!(! + 1)!
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! This! discrepancy! is! most! obvious! when! in! terms! of! the! percent! differences,! near! ninety!
kilometers,!the!derived!counts!are!nearly!20,000%!greater!than!the!observed!count!rates.!
! Although! Khanna's!method! shows! very! promising! results! in! the! published! thesis! paper,! some!
detailed! analysis! of! this! attempt! to! emulate! the! work! are! necessary! before! any! useful! data! may! be!
derived.! ! Some! variations! on! the! iteration! order! have! been! attempted,! including! making! only! single!
temperature! adjustments! at! each! altitude!during! a! full! profile! pass,! then!decreasing! the! temperature!
adjustment!value!and!repeating!until!convergence.! !This!did!not!significantly!change!the!nature!of!the!
results:!sharp!dramatic!changes.!!It!seems!the!problem!may!be!either!with!the!covariance!matrix,!or!the!
cost!check.!!However,!attempts!to!remove!these!lead!to!order!of!magnitude!differences!in!temperature.!
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6!The!difference!between!observed!photon!counts!and!KE!counts,!expressed!percentages!of!the!observed!counts.!
